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were present: Szent-Gyorgyi from Hungary, Curie-Joiiot
from France, Langmuir from America, and Adrian from
England. Gossip writers pushed their way through the
crowds, and photographers made snapshots of the great in
intimate conversation. We read next day how Hinsheiwood
and Seraenov, both authorities on chain reactions, met for
the first time; how a group of Mexicans, Poles, and
Canadians together congratulated the President on his
anniversary; and how Kapitsa answered questions about
his work >* surrounded by a dense circle of English
scientists '^ Despite its formal setting, the reception was
really enjoyable. Here, one felt, the flow of scientific
thought between nations, dried up by the war, was beginning
to trickle again. In these rooms one was witnessing the
revival of intellectual life in Europe.
On the following day at 1 p.m., the sessions opened with
a meeting in the Bolshoi Theatre, The theatre was full.
The Diplomatic Corps occupied the boxes on one side.
Beirut, President of the Polish Republic, was present.
Delegates occupied the fioor of the theatre, and the six
circles were full of scientific workers, the press, and other
visitors. A large orchestra was playing. When all were
assembled the music stopped and the curtains of the great
Bolshoi stage parted to reveal, brilliantly lit by footlights*
an impressive and unusual spectacle.
At the front, behind a long \able covered with red cloth,
sat the Council of the Academy of Sciences. They were
backed by ranks of other distinguished scholars. The
impressive depth of the Bolshoi stage was occupied by a
huge bank of hydrangeas. Among the heaped flowers
stood a bust of Lenin, three times life size; behind Lenin,
in a setting of red curtains, hung a picture about twelve
feet high by eight feet wide^of Stalin in the uniform of a
Marshal.
The President of the Academy, Komarov, declared the
sf ssion open, At the mention of Stalin's name the audience
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